Using self-consistent band-structure methods, we analyze the remarkable anomalies (& 50%) in the energy-band gaps of the ternary IB-IIIA-VL42 chalcopyrite semiconductors (e.g. , CuGaS2) relative to their binary zinc-blende analogs IIB-VIA (e.g. , ZnS), in terms of a chemical factor AEg"' and a structural factor EEg. We show that AE~"' is controlled by a p-d hybridization effect AEg and by a cation electronegativity effect AEg, whereas the structural contribution to the anomaly is controlled by the existence of bond alternation (R&c&R~c) in the ternary system, manifested by nonideal anion displacements u -4&0. All contributions are calculated self-consistently from band-structure theory, and are in good agreement with experiment. We further show how the nonideal anion displacement and the cubic lattice constants of all ternary chalcopyrites can be obtained from elemental coordinates (atomic radii) without using ternary-compound experimental data. This establishes a relationship between the electronic anomalies and the atomic sizes in these systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
The ternary ABC2 chalcopyrites ( Despite the overall structural similarity between the ternary I-III-VI~compounds and their II-VI binary analogs, the band gaps of the former compounds are substantially smaller than those of the latter. This can be seen in Table   I , ' which depicts the band-gap anomaly AEg, defined as the difference between the binary gap Eg ' and the ternary gap EEg '. In fact, it is this strong red shift of the ternary band gap that makes some of the ABC2 compounds such strong absorbers of sunlight ( Fig.   1 ).
In addition to this electronic anomaly, ternary chalcopyrites have also some interesting structural
anomalies ' relative to their binary analogs (see Fig. 2 for comparison of the crystal structures). First, rather than have a single cation, the ternary chalcopyrites, have two cations; starting from the A atom and translating in the vertical direction in Fig. 2 often called x of xf in the literature, and one also encounters notations such as sr =4u -1 and @ =2(1 -q).
We have recently completed a detailed series of selfconsistent band-structure calculations for the six Cu chalcopyrites (A=Cu, B=A1, Ga, and In, and C=S and Se) in their equilibrium crystal structure, in which we have studied the trends in the one-electron energies and chemical bonding along this series. In the present study, we focus on the relationships between the band-gap anomaly (Table I ) and the structural anomalies relative to binary compounds (Table II) . While on the simplest phenomenological level one could dispose of the issue by taking the viewpoint that both the band-gap and the structural anomalies in the ternary compounds relative to their binary analogs ultimately arise from the differences be- aim here will be to analyze this statement in terms of well-defined chemical constructs (hybridization, electronegativities, and bond-length mismatch) with the hope that such an analysis would also provide predictive insights for controlling the material properties of such compounds. We will use CuInSe2 as our prototype system. In
Sec. II we will briefly describe the theoretical tools used to compute self-consistently the electronic band structure of these materials. We will discuss the general features of the electronic bands, charge densities, and bonding for the equilibrium crystal structure used later in our discussion of structurally and chemically driven electronic anomalies.
%'e will show that the band-gap anomaly can be analyzed in terms of (i) We calculate the electronic structure of ternary chalcopy rites in the local-density approach using the potential-variational-mixed-basis (PVMB) method described before. ' In this approach, the effective onebody Kohn-Sham (KS) Fig. 3 ) and the densely spaced Cu 3d bands. The charge density of these subbands [Fig. 5(b) The total ground-state charge density in CulnSez is shown in Fig. 6 , both as a contour plot [ Fig. 6(a) To study the mechanism of structurally induced gap variations, we consideI in Fig. 12 1Q- creasing the former at the expense of the latter (and increasing the total band gap) as u increases. The effect of u on the toto/ valence-band charge density is seen in Fig. 13 to AEg.
VII. ANALYSIS OF STRUCTURAL PARAMETERS IN TERMS OF ELEMENTAL COORDINATES
Having established the influence of anion displacements on the structural part of the band-gap anomaly in ternary chalcopyrites, we turn to the question of what controls the anion displacements. We give in the first five columns of 
The experimental values of g were then used to predict u. A. CTS plus g=g,""t rule
In the first approach, denoted "CTB plus g=11, », rule, " we set the tetragonal distortion parameter equal to its experimental value and solve for a and u. This is based on the fact that Eqs. (4) and (5) 
